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Palette Pleaser
In the formal living room, a 

custom sofa is covered in a 
silver mohair from Pollack. 

Adding vibrant contrast are 
drapes made from a Fadini 

Borghi stripe, a Billy Haines 
Brentwood chair from Profiles 
covered in a Larsen silk, and 

vintage 1970s Willy Daro 
bronze and agate lamps with 

orange shades from Craig van 
den Brulle. See Resources.  
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Film lover Gideon  
Mendelson trains his  

seasoned eye on a client’s 
Upper East Side abode 



W
hen it comes to design, 
decorator Gideon 
Mendelson takes his 
cues, in part, from the 
world of cinema. He 
studied architecture 
and film at Columbia 
University before earn-

ing a degree at the New York School of Interior Design and 
launching his Manhattan-based firm a decade ago. His favorite 
takeaway from those years? The late critic Roger Ebert’s state-
ment, “Every great film should seem new every time you see it.” 

Mendelson finds that sentiment just as true of well-
designed rooms. “We watch movies we love over and over 

because the really good ones have so many layers that they 
keep us coming back for more,” he says. “It’s the same when 
you design a room. There should be enough going on that 
every time you enter there’s something new to discover.”

To prove his point, Mendelson filled the 3,300-square-
foot Upper East Side home of his clients, Donna and Yale 
Fergang, with enough patterns, textures, styles, and care-
fully conceived details to keep the couple and their twin 
daughters delighted for years to come. “I introduced lots of 
upholstery, paired with mid-century modern and sculptural 
items,” says Mendelson, describing how, in the living room 
of the apartment, a mohair sofa seems cozier paired with a 
high-gloss coffee table, and polished Venetian plaster walls 
are juxtaposed with a contemporary silk-and-wool rug. “It’s 

Dinner Theater
The custom high-
gloss sapele wood 
dining tables from A. 
Rudin can be pushed 
together for larger 
gatherings. The Lorin 
Marsh dining chairs 
are covered in Lee 
Jofa’s Giovanni paisley 
linen (outside back) 
and Hunt Leather’s 
Liaigre in hot pepper 
(inside back and 
seat). The Stark rug 
is from the Diamond 
Baratta Collection; 
the drapes are made 
from Jim Thompson’s 
Kaleidoscope silk in 
wineberry from Jerry 
Pair. The walnut and 
red lacquer credenza 
is from Lorin Marsh. 
See Resources.  
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all about contrast,” he says. “Putting a mid-century table 
next to a mid-century sofa just isn’t as challenging.”

Although sophisticated interiors ranked high on the 
homeowners’ wish list, comfort was the first word they 
mentioned when they met Mendelson. “The apartment’s 
previous owner was an art collector who essentially used it 
as a gallery space, and the odd-shaped rooms were entirely 
unsuitable for a family,” says Donna Fergang.

To address this issue, Mendelson transformed the family 
room—with its large sectional, wrapped in luxurious viscose 

cotton—into the prime gathering place. “It’s this small hub in the 
middle of everything where we love to sit and read with our girls 
before bedtime,” says Fergang. The calm blue walls are echoed in 
the nearby kitchen, where five cramped spaces were opened up  
to create a combination cooking and dining area that most  
apartment dwellers would envy. “It’s this incredible country  
kitchen right in the middle of New York City,” she says. “Even 
when we host big dinner parties, everyone wants to be in there.”

In the formal dining room, there are now two seating 
areas, so the Fergangs can enjoy an intimate meal with 

“IT’S THIS INCREDIBLE COUNTRY KITCHEN RIGHT IN  
THE MIDDLE OF NEW YORK CITY. EVEN WHEN WE HOST 
DINNER PARTIES, EVERYONE WANTS TO BE IN THERE”

Material Goods
Mendelson designed the sectional in the 
family room (this page) and covered it in a 
viscose cotton from Manuel Canovas. The 
French 1950s sconces are from Pascal Boyer; 
the artwork, by Mary Schlesinger, is from Flair. 
Weitzner’s Cascade in azul covers the walls. 
In the kitchen (opposite), the striped fabric on 
the banquette is from Romo; the light fixture 
is from Interieurs. See Resources.  
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“THERE SHOULD BE ENOUGH GOING ON THAT EVERY TIME 
YOU ENTER THERE’S SOMETHING NEW TO DISCOVER”

another couple or push the tables together to 
accommodate a party of ten. The blood orange 
hue (which appears sparingly in the otherwise 
neutral living room) is unapologetically strong 
in this setting. “They don’t use this room 
every day,” says Mendelson, “so the vibrant 
color works.” He deftly paired the modern 
Scandinavian-style chairs with a traditional 
paisley linen on the back. And the grass-cloth 
wall covering sets off the red lacquered credenza, 
reinforcing the designer’s rule of “never putting 
glossy next to glossy.” 

Beyond knowing when to mix and when not 
to match, Mendelson meticulously designs rooms 
frame by frame, always mindful of where the eye 
will go, and what it will see. (Just like a good film 
director, it turns out.) “It’s a challenge to keep the 
eye moving and interested,” he says. “The ways 
we create certain moments can affect how we 
view our homes. I feel responsible for every one of 
those moments.” ✹

Master Plan
A 1940s American 
screen, a tufted bench 
from Duane, a settee 
from Lost City Arts, 
and a 1950s French 
desk from Pascal Boyer 
add vintage appeal to 
the master bedroom 
(above left and right). 
The mosaic tile in 
the bath (left) is from 
Studium; the sink and 
shower hardware is from 
Kallista. In the library 
(opposite), a graphic 
wall-to-wall carpet from 
Stark plays foil to a 
brass Sputnik chandelier 
from Lost City Arts. 
Two small-scale vintage 
wing chairs covered in 
Holland & Sherry’s  
Tulip cotton flank a  
1950 Gio Ponti desk.  
See Resources.  
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